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 Republic Day Celebration

The Republic Day celebration was celebrated with patriotism and great zeal. Students
participated in different activities of cultural programme. Parents witnessed the talents of
little champs. Through speech, students shared the importance of republic day in India’s
history.

 Vocational Training

During the vocational training session kids get hands-on-training for stitching and use of
sewing machine. A batch of students from grade IV to VIII learned the basics of stitching
including measurement, cutting, draft making and various types of hands stitching.

 Maths Lab. Activities

Students participates in various mathematical activities in maths lab. of Sford Academy.
Students of all grades comes in Maths Lab. and practically do counting, fraction, addition,
subtraction. It helps students to understand mathematical concepts by doing

 ‘Kitaabo’ Fair Visit

Students visited Kitaabo educational fair in Jodhpur. They had explore various books , art and
craft stall. They had also watched short movies, play and various interesting performances by
talented artists. Kids had enjoyed participation in different educational activities. It was a
fruitful visit.

 Computer Training

Computer training is very essential in present era. We prepare our students to be smart in
the aspect of use of technology. In Computer Lab. kids of all grades learned the theory and
practical of computer subject. Students of grades VI, VII and VIII got vocational training of
computer hardware.

 Swami Vivekanand Jayanti Celebration

The general knowledge quiz was conducted at school on the occasion of Swami Vivekanand
Jayanti. In remembrance of Swami Vivekanada, students shared their favourite sayings. They
also come to know about the teachings of Swami Vivekanand. The National Youth Day was
also observed.

 Basant Panchami Celebration

Basant Panchmi was celebrated with great enthusiasm. During the assembly kids recited the
prayer ‘Hey Sharde Maa’. Students spoke the sholakas in sanskrit and tell the audience about
the importance of music and knownledge in life.

 Chart making Activity

After learning about the concepts with classroom teachings, students cast their knowledge by
making charts for display. Teachers helped them to explain and to give best pictorial
presentation of the learned concepts.

 Science Lab. Activities

Students of grades VI, VII and VIII do the science practical and experiment in science Lab. It
helps them to understand the scientific concepts in a better way on the basis of experiential
learning.
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